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Recall: A covering space of a topological space  is a pair
  ,  a topological space,  continuous, such that
     has the property that for each    there is a
neighborhood  of  such that     is a pair wise disjoint
collection of open subsets of  , each of which  maps
homeomorphically onto  
A deck transformation for the covering space      is a
homeomorphism      such that          
denotes the collection of all deck transformations for      .
It is a group under function composition.      is a regular
covering, if for each    and every pair        there is
an       such that     
Equivalently, for nice spaces,      is a regular cover if
     is a normal subgroup of     

Recall that for nice spaces, when      is a regular  -to-1
covering space, then         and
          
Finally, when the finite group ,   , is the group of deck
transformations for the regular cover      we say  is a 
regular cover of  and when      is a  regular cover of 
with   , we say  is a  regular self cover.
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Question: Why are spaces with self covers, or more specifically,
regular self covers, interesting?
a. They relate to questions about which manifolds can be "codimension  approximate fibrators." See Daverman, et al.
b. The particular approach we take provides explicit
descriptions of groups which satisfy the condition that they
have proper finite index subgroups which are isomorphic to
the whole group. That is, they provide explicit constructible
examples of non-cohophian groups. Group theorists are
interested in this cohophian/non-cohopfian dicotomy.
c. They just are.
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Spaces with  regular self covers,  an abelian groups .
1. The product         has  regular self covers for
any finite abelian group  on at most  generators.
2. Each so called generalized Baumslag-Solitar complex has
lots of self covers. They are either  regular self covers
or the self covers are not regular. [BDT] [Dudkin] [Levit]
[Forester]
3. Let    
 be a sequence of primes. Then the
solenoid  has  regular self covers for each prime 
which does not appear infinitely often in .
4. The pseudo circle has a  regular self covers for all .
 case -- Jo Heath,  case -- David Bellamy.
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Spaces with  Regular self covers,  a non-abelian group.
1. The Cantor set has  regular self covers for any finite group
 and consequently for any nonabelian .
2. [DT] There is a 1-dim continuum, the Sierpinski gasket,
and an  direct product of 2-dim continua which have
 regular self covers for any finite group .
Note that both the Sierpinski gasket and the  direct product have
complicted local topology around every one of their points.
Question. Are their continua which have  regular self covers for
some nonabelian group  and which have less complicated local
topology?
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Proof:

The Method of Disks with Holes.
1. Given any finite group , there is a  regular cover
       of a disk  with some number  holes
by a disk  with some number  of holes.
2.  and  can be assumed to be coordinatized so that each
is a copy of the 2-disk            with holes
punched into it.
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• Choose
  a small closed disk evenly covered by  such that
 is far from all of the boundary components of  .
  copy of    .
  a middle thirds Cantor set;    .
•      is another Cantor set.
• Without loss of generality we assume
•        
•         
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Punch countably many holes of small radius into  inside of
 centers at the center of the complementary intervals used to
form  and use  to lift the holes to  . Note, the holes in 
are "between" the rational points of   
This turns  into a copy of  of  with what appear to be
 extra holes and  into a copy of  of  with appearently 
extra holes.
But, by the Hole Isotopy Lemma, these extra holes can be
isotoped into positions "between" point in  and    Thus 
and  are copies of  and the restriction
         
is a  regular self cover of  .
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Corollary. The disk  with countably many holes can be used as
the base for other spaces which have  regular self covers for
every finite group .
Questions.
1. (Daverman) Does there exist a finite non-abelian group 
and a compact connected  manifold       such
that   has a regular  self cover        ?
2. Let        be a countably infinite collection of
pairwise "inequivalent"  regular self covers, at least some
 nonabelian, of the metric continuum  . Must there be a
Cantor set    around which  has bad local topology? If
not, can you characterize when this happens?

Thank you.

